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Mobile Encryption Company Requires Vetting Process Prior to Releasing Technology
Secured Communications, LLC. Offers a Complete Encrypted Communication Solution to Protect U.S. Companies
San Francisco, CA (November 19, 2015) – Smartphones are a vital tool for the rapid communication of sensitive
information but are also vulnerable to interception, which can pose a great risk to critical corporate and government
communications.
There is no question that encryption is essential in today’s digital world.
Apple CEO Tim Cook was interviewed recently on this topic by The
Telegraph newspaper on Nov. 10, and said, "To protect people who use
any products, you have to encrypt.”
The Electronic Frontier Foundation is a nonprofit that works to protect
civil liberties in our digital world. In the CNBC article dated November
18, 2015, EFF Director Cindy Cohn said, "What we do know is that
strong encryption is crucial to allow political organizers, government
officials and ordinary people around the world to protect their security,
privacy and safety from criminals and terrorists alike.”
Secured Communications (SC) offers the most advanced mobile encryption solutions to enterprise, corporate,
government entities and limited individuals. SC believes that encryption is essential, but also requires a vetting and
approval process prior to releasing its technology in order to protect against the threat of terror and other
questionable organizations accessing its encrypted technology. This approval process is also consistent with U.S.
trade restrictions.
Using SC technology, text messages, phone calls, images and files are end-to-end encrypted and protected using the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), the encryption algorithm for securing sensitive information. It also enables
users to burn any messages sent to anyone, anytime, anywhere on all devices and gives users the ability to
completely delete and destroy a message thread after it has been sent to recipients.
Secured Communications’ CEO, Mike Haley, former Sheriff and Military NCO, has this to say about the
importance of end-to-end encryption and vetting companies that it works with, “Secured Communications has a
strict policy for the approval process and vets companies we work with. It is critical to protect corporate
companies, while at the same time not open technology to terrorism.”
About Secured Communications, LLC.
The world leader in encrypted communications, Secured Communications protects your mobile communications
and privacy with advanced encryption solutions.
Secured Communications is the fastest growing provider of secure mobile communications solutions for law
enforcement agencies, SWAT teams, search and rescue units, private security companies, corporate executives,
celebrities, government agencies, the military, health care and qualified individuals.
Every call, every text, every video, every file, every communication is protected at all times.
The company headquarters is located at One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, California, US. For more
information, go to www.SecuredCommunications.com.
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